Continuous Driver Monitoring 101
Continuous driver monitoring automatically alerts you when
an employee driving on behalf of your company receives a
negative violation. With continuous driver monitoring, you
gain unmatched insight into the most up-to-date motor
vehicle history of your entire driver base, helping you better
understand who is behind the wheel of your company vehicles.
You can ensure only the safest individuals are driving on behalf
of your company at any point in time.

HOW DOES IT WORK?
Employers simply upload a list of all individuals driving for their company,
including name, driver license number and state they’re licensed in, all in
SambaSafety’s Qorta platform. Any time an employee receives a negative
violation, such as a speeding ticket, crash, suspended license or DUI, the
platform automatically alerts you.
The Qorta platform provides an overall risk profile on each employee,
making it easy to quickly identify violations received over a period of time.
Convenient reporting tools categorize drivers from clean to high-risk,
helping you take necessary action before drivers end up costing your
company money.
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“Convenient
reporting tools
categorize
drivers from
clean to high-risk,
helping you take
necessary action
before drivers end
up costing your
company money.”

WHY CONTINUOUS DRIVER MONITORING?
It’s common practice for companies to pull motor vehicle
records (MVRs) on an annual basis, however, much can happen
during the other 364 days of the year. The visibility gap, known
as the time between MVR pulls, presents serious risk for
companies, especially when employees who have received
significant violations continue driving for the company. With
continuous driver monitoring, you’ll be alerted of these violations
in near real-time and can immediately take action, whether that
be enrolling those drivers in necessary training programs or
removing them from your fleet.

HOW DOES CONTINUOUS DRIVER MONITORING
C O M PA R E T O T E L E M AT I C S ?
SambaSafety’s driver monitoring platform, Qorta, is a SaaSbased technology, meaning no hardware is required to monitor
your drivers. Simply upload your list of drivers into the platform
and begin receiving automatic alerts any time a violation occurs.
On the other hand, telematics is most often a hardware
application installed in each vehicle that monitors what
drivers are doing in that specific vehicle. Telematics can track
everything from GPS location to the speed a vehicle is traveling.
What telematics does not provide is insight into violations
received when someone is driving that vehicle.
The best way to differentiate the two is that continuous driver
monitoring identifies who exactly is driving your vehicles and
whether or not they should be based on your safety policy,
while telematics tells you exactly what drivers are doing
within those vehicles. The two solutions work well together,
proactively ensuring you have the best drivers on the road and
comprehensive insight.

READY TO LEARN MORE?
Schedule a demo with one of our Software Specialists to discuss
how continuous driver monitoring can benefit your business.
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“With continuous
driver monitoring,
you’ll be alerted...
to violations in near
real-time and can
immediately take
action, whether that
be enrolling those
drivers in necessary
training programs or
removing them from
your fleet.”

